
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Unit Title: Nonfiction I 
 
Unit Designers: English Dept. 
 
Level(s): Grade 9 

 
Time Span: 5-6 weeks 

 
Content Area: 
 

Career Prep                Health/PE            M&C Languages   Social Studies                  
English Language Arts            Mathematics           Science & Tech   Visual & Perf. Arts 

 
 
Summary of Unit:   
This unit is designed to introduce students to the structure of non-fiction texts and provide them with 
strategies for comprehension. Students will learn how to write well-structured paragraphs that 
demonstrate an understanding of the texts and paragraph organization.  
 
Content Standards/Performance Indicators: 
A. Reading:   
A.1. Interconnected Elements:  Comprehension, Vocabulary, Alphabetics, Fluency:  Students read 
and evaluate texts, within a grade appropriate span of text complexity, by applying their knowledge and 
strategies of comprehension, vocabulary, alphabetics, and fluency.     
 
A.3. Informational Texts:  Students evaluate the validity, truthfulness, and usefulness of ideas presented 
in informational texts, within a grade appropriate span of text complexity, noting how the text features 
and text structures affect the information presented.    
 
B. Writing 
B.1. Interconnected Elements:  Students use a writing process to develop an appropriate genre, 
exhibiting an explicit organizational structure, perspective, and style to communicate with target 
audiences for specific purposes.  
 
D.  Language 
D.1. Grammar and Usage:  Students apply rhetorical skills when reading, writing, and speaking through 
their understanding of Standard American English.  
 
D.2.  Mechanics:  Students demonstrate the use of the structures and conventions of Standard American 
English in their communication.  
 
Key Pre-Requisites: 
 Knowledge: 

Know the difference between fiction and non-fiction 
Know that a paragraph has one main idea and supporting details 
Know the eight parts of speech. 

 
 Skills: 

Have basic reading and comprehension skills 
Able to form complete sentences 
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Enduring Understandings: 
Non-fiction informs us about our lives and the world around us. 
Employing reading strategies helps us to identify the purpose and to comprehend the information in non-
fiction texts. 
Writers employ paragraph structure to communicate ideas clearly to their readers. 

 
Essential Questions that Guide and Focus This Unit: 
Why is being able to read and write non-fiction important in our daily lives? 
How do we identify the main idea of a non-fiction article? 
How do we structure a paragraph? 
 
Key Knowledge and Skills students will acquire as a result of this unit: 
 Knowledge: 

Know a variety of strategies for reading non-fiction texts 
Know the different paragraph structures 
Know that transitions are used to connect ideas 

 
 Skills: 

Employ a variety of strategies for comprehending non-fiction texts 
Identify the main idea and supporting details of a paragraph 
Identify different paragraph structures 
Write a well-structured paragraph 
Employ transitions that clarify the relationships between their ideas 

 
How will students provide evidence of their understandings?  
Students will employ strategies to read non-fiction texts in order to identify the main idea, supporting 
details, and paragraph structure (A1, A3). 
Students will write well-structured paragraphs for a variety of purposes (B1, D1, D2). 

 
Teaching and Learning experiences used to help students understand:  
Review sentence structure. 
Introduce the purpose of a paragraph. 
Introduce various reading strategies (previewing, visualizing, asking questions, etc.) and apply to non-
fiction texts. 
Introduce basic paragraph structures and identify in non-fiction texts. 
Practice writing paragraph structures. 

 
Provisions for Extending Learning: 
Read non-fiction texts of greater complexity. 
 
How will technology be used to increase student achievement?  
Find non-fiction texts on the Internet. 
Use a word-processor to type final drafts. 
 
Instructional Resources: 
Teacher-generated materials 
Exemplars 
Selected non-fiction articles 

 
 
 

Attach a copy of the unit assessment tool, including criteria for evaluation of student performance/product 
(Non-fiction Analysis and Composition) 


